
IMAGINE THE IMPACT OF THE 7TH GENERATION INITIATIVE TO THE CITY OF DETROIT 

 
 
Detroit has an opportunity for a fresh start with the The Imagine 7th Generation Initiative  
(“7G’), as a time to showcase to the world the innovative and dynamic New Urban Net-Zero  
Village. This project provides Detroit the ability to:  
•   lead the planet’s “Green Revolution” in rebuilding the paradigm of how we live and treat  
    land, breathe fresh air, and drink clean water in a safe and sustainable living experience; 
•   create high-paying jobs in re-building the Nation’s industrial base with exciting new  
    technologies, material applications and products for a green and sustainable future; 
•   become a robust financial center, leading the world with a Green Central Bank  
    and Green Digital Currency; 
•   fulfill Mayor Duggan’s plan for a sustainable energy lab, to be joined by exceptional  
    Michigan Universities and a talented industrial base of engineers and technicians; 
•   be a leader of revitalization and historial trauma healing for indigenous people and their  
    historic lands, Underground Railroad survivors, plants and water; and 
•   reconstitute sacred lands back to Native Americans. 
 
7G & Detroit Partnership  
7G is budgeting $11.5B for the New Urban Net-Zero Village and revitalization of Zug Island, Delray, Fort Wayne and River Rouge sites. Significant 
portions of project expenditures will go to local and Detroit-based businesses which will result in tax and job creation benefits. Additionally, the 
shift from the carbon-based economy to the new Green Economy will yield $3 trillion in carbon credit financial exchanges. 7G will hire significant 
staff within the City for business infrastructure, and engage local electricians, plumbers, drywallers, general contractors and other construction  
personnel. 7G is fully committed to being an active partner to the local community and City of Detroit during the construction and operation of 
the development. Future job opportunities at the Village will be in the hundreds of millions. 


